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Transient physiological responses of planting 
frozen root plugs of Douglas-fir seedlings 
M. Anisul Islam, Douglass F. Jacobs, Kent G. Apostol, and R. Kasten Dumroese 
Introduction 
Abstract: Short-term physiological responses of planting frozen (FR) and rapidly thawed (TR) root plugs of Douglas-fir 
(Pseudotsuga rnenziesii (Mirb.) Franco) seedlings were examined through time series (0 h, 6 h, 12 h, 1 day, 3 days, and 7 
days) measurements in two separate experiments: 10 "C day : 6 "C night, RH 75% and 30 "C day : 20 "C night, RH SO%, 
respectively. Net photosynthesis, transpiration, shoot water potential, and root hydraulic conductance were lower in FR 
compared with TR seedlings under both growing conditions. Magnitude of difference in root hydraulic conductance was 
higher under warm-dry conditions. Chlorophyll fluorescence (FJF,,) values were higher for TR than FR seedlings at 0 h, 
but similar thereafter for both growing conditions. Needle electrolyte leakage and chlorophyll content did not differ be- 
tween FR and TR seedlings under both environmental regimes. Higher root 0 2  uptake was observed in FR seedlings in 
warm-dry conditions and in TR seedlings under cool-moist conditions. TR seedlings planted under warm-dry conditions 
had more flushed buds and new roots than FR seedlings, while no buds flushed for both FR and TR seedlings under cool- 
moist conditions. Comparatively higher photosynthesic rates in TR seedlings planted under warm-dry conditions likely 
contributed toward more new roots, which could be advantageous for survival and early growth. 
RCsumC : Les rCactions physiologiques de deux traitements de motte radiculaire (gelCe (FR) ou dkcongelke (TR)) sur les 
semis de douglas vert (Pseudotsuga rnenziesii (Mirb.) Franco) ont ktk ktudikes en fonction du temps (0 h, 6 h, 12 h, 1 
jour, 3 jours et 7 jours) et de deux conditions de croissances : froides et humides (10 "C jour : 6 "C nuit, taux d'humiditk 
relative de 75 %) ou chaudes et sbches (30 "C jour : 20 "C nuit, taux d'humiditk relative de 50 %). Les auteurs ont observk 
un taux de photosynthbse nette, un taux de transpiration, un potentiel hydrique des pousses et une conductance hydraulique 
des racines plus faibles avec les semis FR par rapport aux semis TR et ce pour les deux conditions de croissance. La dif- 
fCrence de conductance hydraulique des racines Ctait plus marquke dans les conditions de croissance chaudes et sbches. 
Les mesures de fluorescence de la chlorophylle (FJF,,,) Ctaient plus ClevCes pour les semis TR par rapport aux semis FR a 
0 h, ensuite les valeurs Ctaient similaires pour les deux conditions de croissance. La IibCration d'klectrolytes des aiguilles 
et le contenu en chlorophylle n'ont pas CtC affectis par les traitements et les conditions de croissance. Le taux d'accumu- 
lation d'oxygbne des racines Ctait plus ClevC pour les semis FR dans les conditions chaudes et sbches ainsi que pour les 
semis TR dans les conditions froides et humides. Les semis TR dans les conditions chaudes et sbches ont dCveloppC plus 
de bourgeons et de nouvelles racines par rapport aux semis FR. Dans les conditions de croissance froides et humides, au- 
cun bourgeon ne s'est dCveloppC pour les deux traitements de mottes radiculaires. Le taux relatif plus ClevC de photosynth- 
bse des semis TR dans les conditions chaudes et skches a possiblement contribuC au dCveloppement de nouvelles racines, 
ce qui pourrait i tre avantageux pour la survie et la croissance i court terme des semis de douglas vert. 
[Traduit par la RCdaction] 
In temperate climates, conifer seedling production often 
involves freezer storage of dormant seedlings at tempera- 
tures ranging from -1 "C to -5 "C prior to spring planting 
(McKay 1997; Paterson et al. 2001). Frozen storage reduces 
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problems associated with storage mold (Ritchie 2004) and 
provides flexibility in scheduling seedling delivery to plant- 
ing sites in spring (Rose and Haase 1997). During frozen 
storage, root plugs usually freeze and attach to adjacent 
seedlings, requiring thawing prior to outplanting to facilitate 
seedling separation ( ~ o o i s k a  2004). ~dditional nursery re- 
sources needed to completely thaw root plugs, along with 
potential negative impacts of thawing on seedling health 
and physiology (Hocking 1971; Puttonen 1986), suggests 
that direct planting of frozen root plugs after removal from 
storage would streamline the seedling production process 
and improve logistics of seedling delivery (Kooistra and 
Bakker 2002). 
Several studies have reported that planting of frozen seed- 
lings had no detrimental effects on seedling performance 
compared with thawed seedlings (Silim and Guy 1998; 
Kooistra and Bakker 2005). Camm et al. (1995) showed 
that thawing of frozen root plugs is unnecessary when seed- 
lings are planted into warm soil (i.e., 18-32 "C). However, 
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KVS[XL MR JVS^IR TPERXIH 2SV[E] WTVYGI 4MGIE EFMIW 0
/EVWX WIIHPMRKW GSQTEVIH [MXL XLE[IH WIIHPMRKW ,IPIRMYW

%PXLSYKL WSQI WXYHMIW LEZI JSGYWIH SR IJJIGXW SJ XLE[MRK
VIKMQI ERH PSRKXIVQ VIWTSRWI SJ JVS^IRTPERXIH VSSX TPYKW
'EQQ IX EP  ,IPIRMYW  PMXXPI MW ORS[R EFSYX XLI
WLSVXXIVQ TL]WMSPSKMGEP GLERKIW SGGYVVMRK MR WIIHPMRKW
TPERXIH [MXL JVS^IR VSSX TPYKW YRHIV VIPEXMZIP] LMKL SV PS[
EQFMIRX EMV XIQTIVEXYVIW 7TVMRK TPERXMRK SJ XVIIW YWYEPP]
GSQQIRGIW [LIR EZIVEKI EQFMIRX XIQTIVEXYVI MW EVSYRH
 ' ERH GSYPH GSRXMRYI EX HMJJMGYPX XS EGGIWW WMXIW YRXMP
EZIVEKI EQFMIRX XIQTIVEXYVI VMWIW XS  ' 8LIWI GSRHM
XMSRW EVI PMOIP] XS SGGYV YRHIV GIVXEMR GMVGYQWXERGIW WYGL EW
[LIR WRS[ PMQMXW EGGIWW XS LMKL IPIZEXMSR WMXIW YRXMP IEVP]
WYQQIV -R X[S MRWXERGIW SRI MRZSPZMRK )RKIPQERR WTVYGI
4MGIE IRKIPQERRMM 4EVV] I\ )RKIPQ MR 'SPSVEHS 97%
ERH ERSXLIV [MXL TSRHIVSWE TMRI 4MRYW TSRHIVSWE (SYKP
I\ 0E[W ERH [IWXIVR [LMXI TMRI 4MRYW QSRXMGSPE (SYKP
I\ ( (SR MR -HELS 97% WIIHPMRKW SYXTPERXIH [MXL JVS^IR
TPYKW YRHIV LSX WYRR] [IEXLIV I\LMFMXIH RIEV 	 QSVXEP
MX] (* .EGSFW YRTYFPMWLIH HEXE 6/ (YQVSIWI YRTYF
PMWLIH HEXE ,IMOYVMRIR  VITSVXIH WMQMPEV TPERXEXMSR
JEMPYVI YWMRK JVS^IR VSSX TPYKW -X MW TSWWMFPI XLEX TL]WMSPSK
MGEP H]WJYRGXMSRW QE] SGGYV MQQIHMEXIP] ERH FI I\TVIWWIH
MR E WLSVX XMQI MRXIVZEP EJXIV TPERXMRK
% PSRK XLE[ XMQI MR XLI KVSYRH [LMGL EPPS[W VSSXW XS VI
WYQI RSVQEP TL]WMSPSKMGEP JYRGXMSRMRK MW YRPMOIP] XS MRHYGI
QSMWXYVI WXVIWW MR WIIHPMRKW TPERXIH [MXL JVS^IR VSSX TPYKW
[LIR EMV XIQTIVEXYVI MW PS[ IK   ' FYX QMKLX FI HIP
IXIVMSYW [LIR EMV XIQTIVEXYVI MW LMKL IRSYKL XS GEYWI ER
MQFEPERGI MR VSSX [EXIV YTXEOI ERH WLSSX [EXIV PSWW (YVMRK
PEXI WTVMRK WYQQIV SV IEVP] JEPP [LIR HE]XMQI EMV XIQTIV
EXYVI ERH WSPEV VEHMEXMSR EVI LMKL XVERWTMVEXMSREP HIQERH
GSYPH VIWYPX MR QSMWXYVI WXVIWW [LMGL MW TSWWMFP] XLI HSQM
RERX JEGXSV EJJIGXMRK TIVJSVQERGI ERH WYVZMZEP MR RI[P]
TPERXIH WIIHPMRKW &YVHIXX  +VSWWRMGOPI  8LMW
YTWIX MR [EXIV FEPERGI GSYPH VIWYPX MR WIIHPMRK HIWMGGEXMSR
ERH IZIRXYEPP] QSVXEPMX] [LIR XVERWTMVEXMSREP HIQERHW SJ
WLSSXW EVI RSX QIX [LMGL QE] FI QSVI HIPIXIVMSYW MR JVS
^IRTPERXIH VSSX TPYKW *SV MRWXERGI LMKL QSVXEPMX] VEXIW SF
WIVZIH MR 2SV[E] WTVYGI [IVI TEVXP] EWWSGMEXIH [MXL [EXIV
WXVIWW GEYWIH F] VIWXVMGXIH [EXIV YTXEOI MR JVS^IR VSSX TPYKW
,IPIRMYW IX EP 
;LMPI TPERXMRK JVS^IR VSSX TPYKW ETTIEVW XS FI E TVSQMW
MRK XIGLRMUYI JSV PSKMWXMGW SJ WIIHPMRK HIPMZIV] ERH TPERXMRK
STIVEXMSRW XLMW RI[ TVEGXMGI RIIHW JYVXLIV MRZIWXMKEXMSR FI
JSVI FIMRK IQTPS]IH STIVEXMSREPP] -R XLI TVIWIRX WXYH] [I
I\EQMRIH WLSVXXIVQ YT XS  HE]W VIWTSRWIW SJ TPERXMRK
JVS^IR ERH VETMHP] XLE[IH (SYKPEWJMV 4WIYHSXWYKE QIR^MI
WMM 1MVF *VERGS WIIHPMRKW MRXS X[S KVS[MRK GSRHMXMSRW
 ' [MXL 6, 	 ERH  ' [MXL 6, 	 XS FIXXIV
YRHIVWXERH VIWTSRWI QIGLERMWQW XLEX XEOI TPEGI MQQIHM
EXIP] EJXIV XVERWTPERXMRK 8LI HE]XMQI EMV XIQTIVEXYVIW
 ' ERH  ' [IVI WIPIGXIH FIGEYWI WTVMRK TPERXMRK
SJXIR WXEVXW [LIR EQFMIRX XIQTIVEXYVI MW EW PS[ EW  '
ERH  ' MW XLI GVMXMGEP XIQTIVEXYVI [LIVI RYVWIV] WXSGO MR
WLSVXXIVQ WXSVEKI MW XLSYKLX XS FI HEQEKIH )QQMRKLEQ IX
EP 
;I XIWXIH XLI L]TSXLIWMW XLEX TPERXMRK WIIHPMRKW [LMPI
VSSX TPYKW EVI JVS^IR LEW HIXVMQIRXEP MQTEGXW SR WIIHPMRK
TL]WMSPSK] GSQTEVIH [MXL XLEX SJ XLE[IH VSSX TPYKW ;I
QIEWYVIH GLPSVSTL]PP JPYSVIWGIRGI '* KEW I\GLERKI
WLSSX [EXIV TSXIRXMEP VSSX L]HVEYPMG GSRHYGXERGI VSSX VIWTM
VEXMSR RIIHPI IPIGXVSP]XI PIEOEKI ERH JSPMEV GLPSVSTL]PP
GSRXIRX XS MHIRXMJ] TL]WMSPSKMGEP JEGXSVW XLEX QE] I\TPEMR




(SYKPEWJMV WIIHW [IVI GSPPIGXIH JVSQ *PEXLIEH 2EXMSREP
*SVIWX MR [IWXIVR 1SRXERE ,YRKV] ,SVWI 6ERKIV (MWXVMGX
 Q ERH [IVI KVS[R MR  GQ  GQ  Q0 GSR
XEMRIVW & 7X]VSFPSGO &IEZIV 4PEWXMGW 0XH )HQSRXSR
%PFIVXE JMPPIH [MXL 	 TIEX ERH 	 [LMXI JMV %FMIW GSR
GSPSV +SVH 
 +PIRH 0MRHP )\ ,MPHIFV WE[HYWX EX XLI
9RMZIVWMX] SJ -HELS RYVWIV] 1SWGS[ -HELS v2
v; JSV SRI WIEWSR YWMRK WXERHEVH STIVEXMSREP QIXL
SHW % XSXEP SJ  WIIHPMRKW [IVI TPEGIH MR KVSYTW SJ 
WIEPIH MR TPEWXMG FEKW TPEGIH MR GEVHFSEVH FS\IW ERH
WLMTTIH XS 4YVHYI 9RMZIVWMX] MR ;IWX 0EJE]IXXI -RHMERE
v2 v; MR (IGIQFIV  9TSR EVVMZEP EX 4YV
HYI 9RMZIVWMX] XLI VSSX TPYK SJ IEGL WIIHPMRK [EW [VETTIH
[MXL 7EVER TVIQMYQ [VET 7' .SLRWSR ERH 7SR 6EGMRI
;EWLMRKXSR ERH XLI KVSYTW SJ  WIIHPMRKW [IVI TPEGIH
MRXS WIEPIH TPEWXMG FEKW ERH WXSVIH MR E JVII^IV JSV  [IIOW
EX ETTVS\MQEXIP] z ' YRXMP I\TIVMQIRX MRMXMEXMSR MR %TVMP
 %R EHHMXMSREP TPEWXMG FEK GSRXEMRIH  WIIHPMRKW XLEX
[IVI WYFWIUYIRXP] HIWXVYGXMZIP] LEVZIWXIH XS EWWIWW MRMXMEP
QSVTLSPSKMGEP GLEVEGXIVMWXMGW
6SSX TPYK XVIEXQIRXW KVS[MRK GSRHMXMSRW ERH
I\TIVMQIRXEP HIWMKR
%R MRMXMEP WEQTPI R !  SJ WIIHPMRKW LEH XLI JSPPS[MRK
GLEVEGXIVMWXMGW QIER  7( LIMKLX    GQ VSSX
GSPPEV HMEQIXIV    QQ WLSSX    K ERH
VSSX    K HV] QEWW *SV JVS^IR VSSX *6 TPERXMRK
WIIHPMRKW VIQEMRIH MR JVII^IV WXSVEKI YRXMP XMQI SJ TPERXMRK
JSV FSXL I\TIVMQIRXW *SV XLE[IH VSSX 86 TPERXMRK WIIH
PMRKW [IVI XEOIR SYX SJ XLI GSSPIV ERH OITX YRHIV HEVO GSR
HMXMSRW EX VSSQ XIQTIVEXYVI JSV  L TVMSV XS I\TIVMQIRX
MRMXMEXMSR 8LI QIHME WYVVSYRHMRK XLI VSSX W]WXIQ [IVI GSQ
TPIXIP] XLE[IH EJXIV  L SJ XLE[MRK 8LI WXITW SJ XLE[MRK
XVERWTPERXMRK ERH QSZMRK SJ WIIHPMRKW XS XLI KVS[XL GLEQ
FIV [IVI I\IGYXIH VETMHP] XS EZSMH TSWWMFPI IJJIGXW SR WIIH
PMRK TL]WMSPSK] I\XIVREP XS VSSX TPYK XVIEXQIRXW 7IIHPMRKW
[IVI TPERXIH MRXS 8VII 4SX z8EPP 3RI  GQ  GQ
 0 TSXW 8VIITSXW 7XYI[I ERH 7SRW -RG 'SVZEPPMW 3V
IKSR JMPPIH [MXL  ZZ TIEXzZIVQMGYPMXI ERH MQQIHMEXIP]
XVERWJIVVIH XS XLI KVS[XL GLEQFIV %X MRMXMEXMSR SJ IEGL I\
TIVMQIRX TSXW [IVI [EXIVIH XS RIEV GSRXEMRIV GETEGMX] ERH
WYFWIUYIRXP] VI[EXIVIH [LIR QEWW SJ TSXW MRHMGEXIH HIGPMRI
SJ WSMP QSMWXYVI GSRXIRX XS ETTVS\MQEXIP] 	z	 SJ GSR
XEMRIV GETEGMX] *SV XLI JMVWX I\TIVMQIRX WIIHPMRKW [IVI
XVERWJIVVIH XS E GSRXVSPPIH IRZMVSRQIRX GLEQFIV [MXL XIQ
TIVEXYVIW SJ  ' HE]   ' RMKLX VIPEXMZI LYQMHMX] SJ
	  	 ER  L TLSXSTIVMSH [MXL TLSXSW]RXLIXMG TLS
XSR JPY\ HIRWMX] QIEWYVIH EX WIIHPMRK XST LIMKLX SJ
 QQSP Qz Wz TVSZMHIH F] JPYSVIWGIRX PEQTW ERH MRGER
HIWGIRX FYPFW 8LI HMYVREP ZETSV TVIWWYVI HIJMGMX [EW GEPGY
PEXIH EW  O4E
 'ER . *SV 6IW :SP  
 26' 'EREHE
8[S KVSYTW SJ VSSX TPYK XVIEXQIRXW E XSXEP SJ  WIIH
PMRKW *6 ERH 86 [IVI VERHSQP] HMWXVMFYXIH [MXLMR XLI
KVS[XL GLEQFIV 4SXW [IVI VIEVVERKIH EJXIV XLI QIEWYVI
QIRX TIVMSH XS EZSMH TSXIRXMEP IRZMVSRQIRXEP ZEVMEXMSR
[MXLMR XLI KVS[XL GLEQFIV +EW I\GLERKI GLPSVSTL]PP JPYS
VIWGIRGI ERH WLSSX [EXIV TSXIRXMEP QIEWYVIQIRXW [IVI VI
GSVHIH EX  L  L  L  HE]  HE]W ERH  HE]W [LMPI
VSSX L]HVEYPMG GSRHYGXERGI IPIGXVSP]XI PIEOEKI GLPSVSTL]PP
GSRXIRX ERH VSSX VIWTMVEXMSR QIEWYVIQIRXW [IVI EWWIWWIH
SRP] EX  L  HE]  HE]W ERH  HE]W %X IEGL QIEWYVIQIRX
XMQI QIEWYVIQIRXW [IVI XEOIR SR JMZI VERHSQP] WIPIGXIH
WIIHPMRKW JVSQ IEGL XVIEXQIRX *6 ERH 86 8LI I\TIVMQIRX
[EW E GSQTPIXIP] VERHSQM^IH HIWMKR
*SV XLI WIGSRH I\TIVMQIRX XLI GSRXVSPPIH IRZMVSRQIRX
GLEQFIV [EW WIX EX XIQTIVEXYVIW SJ  ' HE]   ' RMKLX
VIPEXMZI LYQMHMX] SJ 	  	 ER  L TLSXSTIVMSH [MXL
TLSXSW]RXLIXMG TLSXSR JPY\ HIRWMX] QIEWYVIH EX WIIHPMRK XST
LIMKLX SJ  QQSP Qz Wz TVSZMHIH F] JPYSVIWGIRX PEQTW
ERH MRGERHIWGIRX FYPFW 8LI HMYVREP ZETSV TVIWWYVI HIJMGMX
[EW GEPGYPEXIH EW  O4E %PP QIEWYVIQIRXW [IVI XEOIR
I\EGXP] EW HIWGVMFIH JSV XLI JMVWX I\TIVMQIRX
'LPSVSTL]PP JPYSVIWGIRGI ERH KEW I\GLERKI
QIEWYVIQIRXW
0IEJ TLSXSGLIQMGEP IJJMGMIRG] [EW I\TVIWWIH EW PIEJ
GLPSVSTL]PP JPYSVIWGIRGI *Z*Q 'LPSVSTL]PP JPYSVIWGIRGI
'* [EW QIEWYVIH SR XLI YTTIV  GQ TSVXMSR SJ XLI WLSSX
YWMRK ER MRXIKVEXIH JPYSVIWGIRGI GLEQFIV LIEH 0-z
PIEJ GLEQFIV JPYSVSQIXIV 0-'36 -RG 0MRGSPR 2IFVEWOE
SR JMZI HMJJIVIRX WIIHPMRKW JVSQ IEGL XVIEXQIRX EX  L  L
 L  HE]  HE]W ERH  HE]W EJXIV TPERXMRK
8LI XIVQMREP WLSSXW [IVI EPPS[IH XS HEVO EHETX F] GSZIV
MRK XLI WLSSXW [MXL 9PXVE FPEGO ERH [LMXI 'SI\XVYHIH
0(4) *MPQ ,]HVSJEVQ -RG 4IXYPYQE 'EPMJSVRME JSV
 QMR FIJSVI '* QIEWYVIQIRXW &VMIJP] RIIHPIW [IVI
TPEGIH EGVSWW XLI GYZIXXI ERH QMRMQYQ JPYSVIWGIRGI *S
[EW QIEWYVIH YWMRK E [IEO QIEWYVIQIRX FIEQ   QQSP
TLSXSRW Qz Wz 1E\MQYQ JPYSVIWGIRGI *Q [EW HIXIV
QMRIH JSPPS[MRK E VIH PMKLX WEXYVEXMRK TYPWI " QQSP
TLSXSRW Qz Wz ERH GIRXIVIH EX [EZIPIRKXL SJ  RQ 8LI
*Z*Q VEXMS ?*Q z *SA*Q IWXMQEXIW QE\MQEP UYERXYQ
]MIPH SJ 47 -- TLSXSGLIQMWXV] MR HEVOEHETXIH RIIHPIW
+EW I\GLERKI TLSXSW]RXLIWMW % WXSQEXEP GSRHYGXERGI
KW ERH XVERWTMVEXMSR ) QIEWYVIQIRXW [IVI TIVJSVQIH
EJXIV GLPSVSTL]PP JPYSVIWGIRGI QIEWYVIQIRXW YWMRK E 0-
 TSVXEFPI TLSXSW]RXLIWMW W]WXIQ ERH z GSRMJIV
GLEQFIV 0-'36 -RG SR XLI WEQI JMZI HMJJIVIRX WIIHPMRKW
JVSQ IEGL XVIEXQIRX EX  L  L  L  HE]  HE]W ERH 
HE]W EJXIV TPERXMRK 7LSSX [EXIV TSXIRXMEP [EW HIXIVQMRIH
YWMRK E TVIWWYVI GLEQFIV 417 -RWXVYQIRXW -RG 'SVZEPPMW
3VIKSR MQQIHMEXIP] JSPPS[MRK XLI KEW I\GLERKI QIEWYVI
QIRXW
6SSX L]HVEYPMG GSRHYGXERGI
6SSX L]HVEYPMG GSRHYGXERGI /V [EW QIEWYVIH MR MRXEGX
VSSXW SJ XLI WEQI WIIHPMRKW YWIH JSV KEW I\GLERKI QIEWYVI
QIRXW [MXL E LMKL TVIWWYVI JPS[ QIXIV ,4*1 (]REQE\
-RG ,SYWXSR 8I\EW EW HIWGVMFIH F] 8]VII IX EP 
8LI YWI SJ XLI ,4*1 EPPS[W JSV QIEWYVIQIRX SJ MRXEGX
VSSXW FIGEYWI [EXIV MW ETTPMIH YRHIV MRGVIEWMRK TVIWWYVI
XLVSYKL ER I\GMWIH WXIQ EVSYRH VSSX GSPPEV PIZIP MRXS XLI
[LSPI VSSX W]WXIQ 8]VII IX EP  7XIQW SJ FSXL JVS^IR
ERH XLE[IH WIIHPMRKW [IVI GYX  GQ EFSZI XLI VSSX GSPPEV
ERH JPS[ VEXIW SJ EPP WIIHPMRKW [IVI QIEWYVIH SZIV E VERKI
SJ z 14E XS SFXEMR E PMRIEV TVIWWYVIzJPS[ VIPEXMSRWLMT
8]VII IX EP  6SSX L]HVEYPMG GSRHYGXERGI SJ IEGL SJ
JMZI VSSX W]WXIQW [EW QIEWYVIH JSV IEGL XVIEXQIRX SR IEGL
QIEWYVIQIRX TIVMSH ERH I\TVIWWIH EW OK Wz 14Ez
2IIHPI IPIGXVSP]XI PIEOEKI
*SPPS[MRK QIEWYVIQIRX SJ VSSX L]HVEYPMG GSRHYGXERGI
RIIHPI IPIGXVSP]XI PIEOEKI ER MRHMGEXSV SJ GIPP MRXIKVMX] ERH
GIPP QIQFVERI PIEOMRIWW [EW QIEWYVIH SR XLI WEQI WIIH
PMRKW [MXL E 7IZIR)EW] 'SRHYGXMZMX] QIXIV 1IXXPIV 8SPIHS
+QF, 7[MX^IVPERH EW HIWGVMFIH F] >[ME^IO ERH &PEOI
 %TTVS\MQEXIP]  QK JVIWL QEWW SJ RIIHPIW [IVI
XEOIR JVSQ JMZI WIIHPMRKW TIV XVIEXQIRX [EWLIH [MXL HIMSR
M^IH [EXIV ERH TPEGIH MR WITEVEXI ZMEPW IEGL GSRXEMRMRK
 Q0 SJ HIMSRM^IH [EXIV %JXIV MRGYFEXMSR JSV  L SR ER
SVFMXEP WLEOIV IPIGXVMGEP GSRHYGXMZMX] SJ IEGL WSPYXMSR MRM
XMEP GSRHYGXMZMX] [EW QIEWYVIH 8SXEP IPIGXVSP]XIW SJ XLI
WEQTPIW [IVI SFXEMRIH F] EYXSGPEZMRK XLI WEQTPIW EX 
' JSV  QMR 8LI EYXSGPEZIH WEQTPIW [IVI EPPS[IH XS
GSSP ERH XSXEP IPIGXVSP]XIW SJ WEQTPI WSPYXMSRW [IVI QIEW
YVIH ERH IPIGXVSP]XI PIEOEKI )0 [EW GEPGYPEXIH EW MRMXMEP
GSRHYGXMZMX] EW E TIVGIRXEKI SJ XSXEP IPIGXVSP]XIW
'LPSVSTL]PP GSRXIRX
2IIHPI GLPSVSTL]PP [EW QIEWYVIH YWMRK XLI QIXLSH SJ
%VRSR  EW QSHMJMIH XS YWI HMQIXL]P WYPJS\MHI
(173 ,MWGS\ ERH -WVEIPWXEQ  (MQIXL]P WYPJS\MHI
LEW FIIR WLS[R XS FI EW VIPMEFPI E WSPZIRX EW EGIXSRI JSV
GLPSVSTL]PP I\XVEGXMSR 8EMX ERH ,MO  FYX HSIW RSX VI
UYMVI QEGIVEXMSR 2IIHPIW  QK [IVI TPEGIH MR XIWX
XYFIW [MXL  Q0 SJ (173 ERH XVERWJIVVIH XS ER SZIR EX 
' JSV  QMR [MXL E QEVFPI SR XST SJ IEGL XYFI XS TVIZIRX
WSPZIRX IZETSVEXMSR 8LI WEQTPI [EW XLIR VIQSZIH JVSQ XLI
SZIR ERH QEHI YT XS E XSXEP ZSPYQI SJ  Q0 [MXL (173
%  Q0 EPMUYSX [EW XVERWJIVVIH XS E GYZIXXI XS QIEWYVI EF
WSVFERGI % 4IVOMR)PQIV 0' 9::MWMFPI WTIGXVSTLS
XSQIXIV 4IVOMR)PQIV -RG 2SV[EPO 'SRRIGXMGYX [EW
YWIH XS QIEWYVI WSPYXMSR EFWSVFERGI EX  ERH  RQ
'LPSVSTL]PP E 'E GLPSVSTL]PP F 'F ERH XSXEP GLPSVSTL]PP
'8 [IVI HIXIVQMRIH JVSQ EFWSVFERGI EX  RQ ( ERH
 RQ ( EGGSVHMRK XS XLI JSPPS[MRK JSVQYPEI %VRSR

'        
'        
'8   ' â '
6SSX VIWTMVEXMSR
6SSX VIWTMVEXMSR [LMGL [EW QIEWYVIH EW S\]KIR YTXEOI
YWMRK ER S\]KIR IPIGXVSHI QSHIP  =IPPS[ 7TVMRKW -R
WXVYQIRXW -RG =IPPS[ 7TVMRKW 3LMS [EW HIXIVQMRIH EX
  ERH  HE]W EJXIV TPERXMRK 8LI S\]KIR TVSFI ERH XLI
XLSVSYKLP] GPIERIH VSSX W]WXIQ [IVI TPEGIH MR E  GQ
EMVXMKLX G]PMRHIV JMPPIH [MXL EIVEXIH HMWXMPPIH [EXIV XLEX [EW
GSRXMRYSYWP] WXMVVIH [MXL E QEKRIXMG WXMVVIV 6SSX VIWTMVEXMSR
QIEWYVIQIRXW [IVI QEHI MR VIWTIGXMZI KVS[MRK XIQTIVE
XYVIW ERH QSRMXSVIH JSV  QMR F] VIGSVHMRK S\]KIR YTXEOI
-WPEQ IX EP 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IZIV]  QMR 6SSX ZSPYQI SJ IEGL WIIHPMRK [EW GEPGYPEXIH
F] [EXIV HMWTPEGIQIRX 6SSX VIWTMVEXMSR VEXIW [IVI GEPGY
PEXIH EW E QIER SJ S\]KIR YTXEOI SZIV XMQI ERH ZEPYIW
[IVI I\TVIWWIH MR QQSP 3 GQz QMRz
7XEXMWXMGEP EREP]WMW
%REP]WMW SJ ZEVMERGI %23:% [EW TIVJSVQIH YWMRK 7%7
7%7 -RWXMXYXI -RG 'EV] 2SVXL 'EVSPMRE 1IERW [IVI GSQ
TEVIH YWMRK 8YOI]vW TEMV[MWI QYPXMTPI GSQTEVMWSRW XIWX ERH
[IVI GSRWMHIVIH WMKRMJMGERXP] HMJJIVIRX EX 4   -R PMKLX
SJ XLI VIPEXMZIP] WQEPP WEQTPI WM^I VIXVSWTIGXMZI TS[IV EREP
]WMW SJ EPP TEVEQIXIVW [EW TIVJSVQIH *SV XLI GSSPQSMWX I\
TIVMQIRX XLI QIER VIXVSWTIGXMZI TS[IV 7) JSV EPP
EREP]WIW TIVJSVQIH [EW    [LMPI XLI QIER VIXVS
WTIGXMZI TS[IV 7) JSV SRP] XLSWI EREP]WIW HIXIGXMRK WMK
RMJMGERX HMJJIVIRGIW [EW    *SV XLI [EVQHV]
I\TIVMQIRX XLI QIER VIXVSWTIGXMZI TS[IV 7) JSV EPP EREP
]WIW TIVJSVQIH [EW    [LMPI XLI QIER VIXVSWTIG
XMZI TS[IV 7) JSV SRP] XLSWI EREP]WIW HIXIGXMRK
WMKRMJMGERX HMJJIVIRGIW [EW    +EW I\GLERKI *Z
*Q VSSX L]HVEYPMG GSRHYGXERGI WLSSX [EXIV TSXIRXMEP RII
HPI IPIGXVSP]XI PIEOEKI GLPSVSTL]PP GSRXIRX ERH VSSX VIWTMVE
XMSR [IVI EREP]^IH JSV IEGL QIEWYVIQIRX TIVMSH (EXE
TVIWIRXIH MR JMKYVIW EVI QIERW SJ JMZI VITPMGEXIW IEGL MRHM
ZMHYEP WIIHPMRK GSRWXMXYXIH E VITPMGEXI
6IWYPXW
'SSPQSMWX IRZMVSRQIRX I\TIVMQIRX
%X I\TIVMQIRX MRMXMEXMSR  L *Z*Q ZEPYIW JSV WIIHPMRKW
TPERXIH [MXL JVS^IR VSSX TPYKW *6 GSQTEVIH [MXL XLE[IH
VSSX TPYKW 86 [IVI  ERH  VIWTIGXMZIP] FYX [IVI
RSX WMKRMJMGERXP] HMJJIVIRX *MK % *Z*Q ZEPYIW JSV FSXL
*6 ERH 86 WIIHPMRKW ZEVMIH JVSQ  XS  JSV XLI I\
TIVMQIRX HYVEXMSR %PXLSYKL *Z*Q ZEPYIW [IVI LMKLIV JSV
*6 XLER 86 WIIHPMRKW EX HE]  XLI] [IVI RSX WMKRMJMGERXP]
HMJJIVIRX
8LIVI [IVI WMKRMJMGERX XVIEXQIRX XMQI ERH XVIEXQIRX
XMQI MRXIVEGXMSR IJJIGXW SR TLSXSW]RXLIWMW % 8EFPI 
2IKEXMZI QIER ZEPYIW JSV % MI VIWTMVEXMSR MR I\GIWW SJ
TLSXSW]RXLIWMW [IVI VIGSVHIH MR *6 WIIHPMRKW EX  L FYX %
GSRXMRYIH XS MRGVIEWI EW XLI I\TIVMQIRX TVSKVIWWIH
*MK % %PXLSYKL 86 WIIHPMRKW I\LMFMXIH WMKRMJMGERXP]
LMKLIV % XLER *6 WIIHPMRKW SZIV XLI JMVWX  L VEXIW HIGPMRIH
SR HE]  FYX MRGVIEWIH SR HE]  *MK % 8LIVI [IVI WMK
RMJMGERX IJJIGXW JSV XVIEXQIRX ERH XMQI SR WXSQEXEP GSRHYG
XERGI KW FYX XLI XVIEXQIRX XMQI MRXIVEGXMSR [EW RSX
WMKRMJMGERX 8EFPI  8LE[IH TPERXIH WIIHPMRKW QEMRXEMRIH
LMKLIV KW HYVMRK XLI QIEWYVIQIRX TIVMSH GSQTEVIH [MXL JVS
^IR TPERXIH WIIHPMRKW *MK & % WMQMPEV XVIRH MR XVERWTMVE
XMSR ) [EW SFWIVZIH JSV FSXL *6 ERH 86 WIIHPMRKW
*MK '
6SSX XVIEXQIRXW LEH WMKRMJMGERX 4 !  IJJIGXW SR
WLSSX [EXIV TSXIRXMEP  [ 8EFPI  8LE[IH TPERXIH WIIH
PMRK LEH E WMKRMJMGERXP] LMKLIV [ GSQTEVIH [MXL JVS^IR
TPERXIH WIIHPMRKW EX  L ERH QEMRXEMRIH LMKLIV [ XLIVI
EJXIV *MK & %PXLSYKL 86 WIIHPMRKW WLS[IH WPMKLXP]
LMKLIV VEXIW SJ VSSX L]HVEYPMG GSRHYGXERGI XLER *6 WIIH
PMRKW XLI] [IVI RSX WMKRMJMGERXP] HMJJIVIRX 8EFPI 
*MK ' 8LIVI [IVI RS WMKRMJMGERX HMJJIVIRGIW MR RIIHPI
IPIGXVSP]XI PIEOEKI VSSX VIWTMVEXMSR VEXIW ERH GLPSVSTL]PP
GSRXIRX FIX[IIR *6 ERH 86 WIIHPMRKW 8EFPI 
2S XIVQMREP SV PEXIVEP FYHW FIKER XS IPSRKEXI IMXLIV MR *6
ERH 86 WIIHPMRKW HYVMRK XLI HYVEXMSR SJ XLI I\TIVMQIRX
;EVQHV] IRZMVSRQIRX I\TIVMQIRX
6IWTSRWI SJ QE\MQEP UYERXYQ ]MIPH SJ 47 -- TLSXSGLIQ
MWXV] MR HEVOEHETXIH *6 ERH 86 (SYKPEWJMV WIIHPMRKW MW
WLS[R MR *MK ( %X I\TIVMQIRX MRMXMEXMSR  L *Z*Q ZEP
YIW HMJJIVIH WMKRMJMGERXP] FIX[IIR *6  ERH 86 
WIIHPMRKW 8LIVIEJXIV *Z*Q VERKIH JVSQ  XS  MR
FSXL 86 ERH *6 WIIHPMRKW %PXLSYKL *Z*Q [EW LMKLIV JSV
86 XLER *6 WIIHPMRKW EX  L ERH  HE]W HMJJIVIRGIW [IVI
RSX WXEXMWXMGEPP] WMKRMJMGERX
8LIVI [IVI WMKRMJMGERX XVIEXQIRX XMQI ERH XVIEXQIRX
XMQI MRXIVEGXMSR IJJIGXW SR % 8EFPI  8LE[IH WIIHPMRKW
QEMRXEMRIH WMKRMJMGERXP] 4 !  LMKLIV % XLER JVS^IR
TPERXIH WIIHPMRKW YT XS  L *MK ( *VS^IR TPERXIH WIIH
PMRKW I\LMFMXIH E ZIV] PS[ QIER ZEPYI JSV %  QQSP
'3 Qz Wz EX  L [LMPI XLE[IH WIIHPMRKW LEH WMKRMJMGERXP]
LMKLIV %  QQSP '3 Qz Wz 4LSXSW]RXLIWMW MRGVIEWIH
KVEHYEPP] JSV *6 WIIHPMRKW JVSQ  L XS  HE]W FYX HIGPMRIH
F] HE]  8LE[IH WIIHPMRKW LEH WMKRMJMGERXP] LMKLIV % XLER
JVS^IR TPERXIH WIIHPMRKW EX  L FYX SZIVEPP VEXIW JPYGXYEXIH
XLVSYKLSYX XLI QIEWYVIQIRX TIVMSH &SXL KW ERH ) QIEWYVI
QIRXW WLS[IH XLI WEQI SZIVEPP XVIRH 6EXIW SJ KW ERH )
[IVI LMKLIV MR 86 GSQTEVIH [MXL *6 WIIHPMRKW I\GITX JSV
HE]  *MKW ) ERH * :EPYIW JSV KW ERH ) [IVI WMKRMJM
GERXP] PS[IV MR *6 GSQTEVIH [MXL 86 WIIHPMRKW EX  L
*MKW ) ERH * 8LE[IH WIIHPMRKW QEMRXEMRIH LMKLIV KW
ERH ) SR HE]  GSQTEVIH [MXL JVS^IR TPERXIH WIIHPMRKW FYX
HMJJIVIRGIW [IVI RSX WMKRMJMGERX
6SSX XVIEXQIRXW LEH WMKRMJMGERX 4 !  IJJIGXW SR
[ 8LE[IH TPERXIH WIIHPMRKW LEH WMKRMJMGERXP] PIWW RIKEXMZI
[ GSQTEVIH [MXL JVS^IR TPERXIH WIIHPMRKW EX  L ERH HE] 
8MQI ^IVS [ ZEPYIW [IVI z   14E ERH z 
 14E JSV *6 ERH 86 VIWTIGXMZIP] *MK ) 8LI *6
WIIHPMRKW LEH QSVI RIKEXMZI [ SZIV XLI QIEWYVIQIRX TI
VMSH GSQTEVIH [MXL 86 WIIHPMRKW 8EFPI  *VS^IR TPERXIH
WIIHPMRKW LEH E KVEHYEP MRGVIEWI MR [ SR HE]W  ERH 
3ZIVEPP VSSX L]HVEYPMG GSRHYGXERGI [EW EPWS WMKRMJMGERXP]
LMKLIV 4 !  MR 86 GSQTEVIH [MXL *6 WIIHPMRKW
*MK * 2IIHPI IPIGXVSP]XI PIEOEKI )0 [EW WMKRMJMGERXP]
LMKLIV SR HE]  MR *6 GSQTEVIH [MXL 86 WIIHPMRKW XLSYKL
)0 [EW RSX WMKRMJMGERXP] HMJJIVIRX EX ER] SXLIV QIEWYVIQIRX
HEXI
3RI HE] EJXIV TPERXMRK VSSX VIWTMVEXMSR VEXIW [IVI 	
LMKLIV MR *6  QQSP 3 GQz QMRz GSQTEVIH [MXL 86
WIIHPMRKW  QQSP 3 GQz QMRz ,S[IZIV VSSX VIWTM
VEXMSR VIQEMRIH WMQMPEV FIX[IIR *6 ERH 86 WIIHPMRKW SR
HE]W  ERH 
8LE[IH TPERXIH WIIHPMRKW LEH E WMKRMJMGERXP] LMKLIV RYQ
FIV SJ RI[ [LMXI YRWYFIVM^IH VSSXW SR HE]    
GSQTEVIH [MXL JVS^IR TPERXIH WIIHPMRKW   
%PXLSYKL 86 WIIHPMRKW LEH E LMKLIV QIER RYQFIV SJ
JPYWLIH XIVQMREP ERH PEXIVEP FYHW    XLER *6 WIIH
PMRKW    EX HE]  HMJJIVIRGIW [IVI RSX WMKRMJMGERX
(MWGYWWMSR
'LPSVSTL]PP JPYSVIWGIRGI MW VIPEXIH XS EGXMZMX] SJ GLPSVS
 'ER . *SV 6IW :SP  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TL]PP MR TLSXSW]RXLIXMG VIEGXMSR GIRXIVW ERH XLYW GER FI
YWIH XS QIEWYVI TLSXSW]RXLIXMG IJJMGMIRG] +IRX] IX EP
 *Z*Q VIJPIGXW TSXIRXMEP UYERXYQ IJJMGMIRG] SJ 47--
ERH XLIVIJSVI TVSZMHIW E WIRWMXMZI MRHMGEXSV SJ TPERX TLSXS
W]RXLIXMG TIVJSVQERGI &NSVOQER ERH (IQQMK  ERH
TPERX WXVIWW % LIEPXL] WIIHPMRK MW VITSVXIH XS LEZI *Z*Q
GPSWI XS  ERH E HIGVIEWI JVSQ XLMW ZEPYI MRHMGEXIW WXVIWW
*VEGLIFSYH IX EP  *VS^IR VSSX TPYKW WLS[IH ER MR
GVIEWI MR *Z*Q  L EJXIV TPERXMRK YRHIV FSXL IRZMVSRQIRXEP
VIKMQIW *MKW % ERH ( 8LI MRGVIEWI MR *Z*Q MR *6
WLSVXP] EJXIV TPERXMRK QE] WYKKIWX LMKLIV QIXEFSPMG EGXMZMX]
-R 7GSXW TMRI 4MRYW W]PZIWXVMW 0 [LIR *Z*Q JIPP FIPS[
 RS VIGSZIV] SGGYVVIH IZIR XLSYKL WSMP [EXIV FIGEQI
EZEMPEFPI EW E VIWYPX SJ WSMP XLE[MRK 6ITS IX EP  7MQ
MPEVP] +MPPMIW ERH &MRHIV  SFWIVZIH RIIHPI HEQEKI MR
[LMXI WTVYGI 4MGIE KPEYGE 1SIRGL :SWW WIIHPMRKW WYF
NIGXIH XS GSPH WXVIWW [LIR *Z*Q [EW   -R XLI TVIWIRX
WXYH] [I SFWIVZIH RS WMKRMJMGERX RIIHPI HEQEKI ERH LMKLIV
" *Z*Q ZEPYIW JSV FSXL *6 ERH 86 WIIHPMRKW IZIR EX
 L
*MK  % 'LPSVSTL]PP JPYSVIWGIRGI & WLSSX [EXIV TSXIRXMEP ERH ' VSSX L]HVEYPMG GSRHYGXERGI SJ JVS^IR *6 ERH XLE[IH VSSX TPYKW
86 SJ (SYKPEWJMV TPERXIH EX  ' HE]   ' RMKLX 6, 	 ZETSV TVIWWYVI HIJMGMX :4( !  O4E ERH ( GLPSVSTL]PP JPYSVIWGIRGI
) WLSSX [EXIV TSXIRXMEP ERH * VSSX L]HVEYPMG GSRHYGXERGI SJ *6 ERH 86 SJ (SYKPEWJMV TPERXIH EX  ' HE]   ' RMKLX 6, 	
:4( ! O4E )EGL HEXE TSMRX MRHMGEXIW QIER  7) R ! 
-WPEQ IX EP 
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6SSXW QYWX IJJMGMIRXP] EFWSVF ERH XVERWTSVX [EXIV JVSQ
WSMP XS QIIX WLSSX XVERWTMVEXMSREP HIQERHW 4PERXMRK JVS^IR
VSSX TPYKW QE] VIWYPX MR XVERWTPERXMRK WXVIWW EWWSGMEXIH [MXL
ER MRMXMEPP] KVIEXIV VIWMWXERGI XS VSSX [EXIV YTXEOI -R FSXL
I\TIVMQIRXW [ MR 86 WIIHPMRKW [EW WMKRMJMGERXP] LMKLIV
XLER XLEX SJ *6 WIIHPMRKW YRHIV GSSPQSMWX ERH [EVQHV]
GSRHMXMSRW *MKW & ERH ) ,S[IZIV XVIEXQIRX HMJJIVIR
GIW MR [ YRHIV GSSPQSMWX GSRHMXMSRW FIGEQI TVSQMRIRX EX
 L [LMPI XLI HMJJIVIRGI HMQMRMWLIH EJXIV  L YRHIV
[EVQHV] GSRHMXMSRW ;LMPI [ MR *6 YRHIV GSSPQSMWX GSR
HMXMSRW VIQEMRIH PS[ JSV XLI JMVWX  L EJXIV TPERXMRK MX KVEH
YEPP] MRGVIEWIH EJXIV  L YRHIV [EVQHV] GSRHMXMSRW
WYKKIWXMRK XLE[MRK SJ JVS^IR TPERXIH VSSXW ERH KVEHYEP VI
WYQTXMSR SJ VSSX [EXIV QSZIQIRX 8LMW [EXIV HIJMGMX GSRHM
XMSR MR *6 [EW TSWWMFP] HYI XS JVS^IR TSVXMSRW SJ XET VSSX
[LMGL MRLMFMXIH [EXIV JPS[ JVSQ YRJVS^IR PEXIVEP VSSXW JSV
XLI JMVWX  L GSQTEVIH [MXL 86 8LMW MW VIJPIGXIH F] VIPE
XMZIP] PS[ VSSX L]HVEYPMG GSRHYGXERGI /V MR *6 GSQTEVIH
[MXL 86 MR FSXL KVS[MRK IRZMVSRQIRXW *MKW ' ERH *
&SXL *6 ERH 86 I\LMFMXIH ZIV] PMXXPI /V YRXMP HE] 
*MK ' %PXLSYKL /V MRGVIEWIH WMKRMJMGERXP] XLIVIEJXIV XLI
QEKRMXYHI [EW WXMPP PS[IV XLER XLEX SJ *6 ERH 86 MR  HE]W
YRHIV [EVQHV] GSRHMXMSRW *MK * 0MQMXIH EGGIWW XS
[EXIV QE] LEZI MRHYGIH VIWXVMGXMSR SJ VSSX [EXIV JPS[ XLEX
GSRWIUYIRXP] VIWYPXIH MR PS[IV WLSSX L]HVEXMSR SFWIVZIH MR
*6 [LMGL MW WMQMPEV XS PS[ WSMP XIQTIVEXYVI IJJIGXW VITSVXIH
MR )RKIPQERR WTVYGI /EYJQERR  &IGEYWI VSSX TPYKW
SJ *6 [IVI WXMPP JVS^IR EX  L YRHIV GSSPQSMWX GSRHMXMSRW
XLI PS[IV [ SFWIVZIH MR *6 GSQTEVIH [MXL 86 *MKW &
ERH ) GSYPH FI VIPEXIH XS E VIHYGXMSR MR VSSX [EXIV YTXEOI
VIWYPXMRK MR HIGVIEWIH KW ERH ) *MKW & ) ' ERH *
ERH MR XYVR GEYWMRK QYGL PS[IV % *MKW % ERH ( XLER
MR 86 6EXIW SJ % ERH KW JSV *6 WIIHPMRKW VIQEMRIH PS[IV
XLER JSV 86 WIIHPMRKW YRXMP HE]  YRHIV GSSPQSMWX GSRHM
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